Supported lipid bilayers on mica and silicon oxide: comparison of the main phase transition behavior.
The usual biophysical approach to the study of biological membranes is that of turning to model systems. From these models, general physical principles ruling the lateral membrane structure can be obtained. A promising model system is the supported lipid bilayer (SLB) which could foresee the simultaneous investigation of the structure and physical properties of lipid bilayers reconstituted with membrane proteins. A complete exploitation of the model system to retrieve biologically relevant information requires an in-depth knowledge of the possible effect that experimental parameters could have on the behavior of the SLB. Here we used atomic force microscopy (AFM) to study the effect of different types of substrates on the behavior of SLBs as far as their main phase transition is concerned. We found that different substrates (mica and silicon oxide) can affect in dissimilar ways the interleaflet coupling of the bilayer, which might represent a sort of lipid signaling allowing communication between receptors on the extracellular leaflet and cytoplasmic components. By decreasing the interaction between the SLB and the substrate the interleaflet coupling is preserved independently of the bilayer preparation strategy. Moreover, we investigated by time-lapse AFM an isothermal phase transition induced by a pH change on a SLB. We established that the presence of a pH gradient across the bilayer can weaken the strength of the interleaflet coupling which is present in symmetrical pH conditions.